Of
Complacency & Consequences
To those who are concerned:
Congratulations to all who fight for justice; but does our
growing complaint have larger implications? Do we need to seek the
cause? Does complacency have consequences?
The cause of social problems is far more important than issues.
Complaint is weak: it has little debating power to create social
change. A few years ago, 70% in a Sydney survey said: What we have
is not democracy! It is ours by law; why do we not act? Do we fear to
face truth? Are the consequences of expanding worldwide cultural
decay greater than growth of petulance, crime and corruption?
Complaint is easier than responsibility! Too irritable for in-depth
debate; to lazy for social action! No longer able to maintain a culture
we once proudly built, we pretend all is well.
Pride in our mindless "mass promoted fashions" and waste-easy
lives, ignores that our costly education is focused on feel-good trivia
and over-glamorized technology. While medical services decline in
efficiency, sickness soars – as schools deliver increasing numbers low
in human skills, social understanding and workforce skills, decline.
Growing numbers have no concept of the human essentials – no
real discipline for honesty or responsibility. Apprenticeships were
actively discouraged so we now import skilled labour, but health and
public services decline.
Daily news reveals the slide: woman has to pull own tooth;
youths bash pensioners; business executives skim millions; parents
ignore that sex driven mass-media encourages rape and contempt;
hospital mistakes become the greatest single cause of deaths; while,
encouragement to unhealthy lifestyles, brings premature death and
illness to almost everyone.
WHY has human culture disintegrated in all advanced countries
in line with indoctrination of humanist/socialist philosophy? Protests;
petitions; race riots; marches; all now achieve no more than deepening
community confusion and despair. Cultures decline, because, led
astray by emotion-based philosophy, we scorn practical answers.
Global Government has led us into a global trap. Why is so little
publicity given to the fact that melting permafrost is already releasing
more global warming pollutants than is human irresponsibility – or
that global warming shifts huge weight of water from poles to oceans?
Is earth's thin broken crust already showing strain? A recent
report on TV claimed sea level will rise a metre in forty years; if that
spells disaster what do we call the growing consequence of that
transfer of weight on earth's shifting crust? What do we call the
growing inhumanity of man?
When North Korea exploded a small atomic device it shocked
the world. The following day sighs of relief as what was thought a
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second test was just a small earthquake in the vicinity. But signs of a
sensitized earth are what should be making us shake in our shoes.
We are not warned of the speed at which natural forces build!
Do we remember that large extinct animals were found in frozen
Siberia with tropical vegetation in their stomachs? Think exponential!
NOTE: One metric ton of water moved from polar regions to
every square metre of ocean, may not seem a lot for the earth to carry,
but our earth's crust is not a united shell that can withstand heavy
loading without deformity!
We live on the surface of a continually-moving broken crust, it
floats on molten lava; it may stick here and there when loads stabilize
but breaks free when global shape changes. Moving the load changes
earth's shape!
It's not so much the weight but the move of weight that drives
earth-changing events. As ice melts at the poles to add a cubic metre
over the oceans, volcanic activity, such as not seen since before the
last ice age, seems certain.
Though this may well turn our earth from global warming to a
poisoned desert heading for another ice age by the time those forty
years are up, our mass media concentrates on trivia and government is
focused on winning the next election.
TV programs feature the possibility of giant earthquakes, storms
and volcanoes. We become aware that one giant earthquake could
disable the most powerful nation; but these exposures put the blame on
nature. We are not told that the global warming, caused by our misled
behavior, has triggered a deadly change in earth's natural balance. *
Some possibilities are openly revealed, but not the fact that
catastrophe, within our remaining lifetimes, could have been avoided
by political honesty, truth-based education and common-sense action.
To expose truth would mean revealing that our Globalist/socialist
world government has put huge effort of indoctrination into re-making
human culture to a design of insect social order. Globalists are not
willing to admit their abuse of human nature caused all the problems
mentioned above, and more. They still hope, by privileged use of
stolen power, to survive the human destruction.
Readers may deny indoctrination but in China, possibly our
oldest civilization, the feet of girl children were crippled and this
obscenity was thought beautiful! Social indoctrination is what causes
cultures to differ; it is a prime method for forcing change and will
control all cultures until we, the people, become willing to take
responsibility for our own governing, and expose it.
Those who have not given serious thought to the politics of today
will parrot the conventional teachings of their times – will say we do
not have world government; or, that it is not run on lines of socialist
control; or, will maintain that socialism and capitalism are opposites.
But a little honest research will show capitalism to be dedicated to
world ownership through control of banking, mass media ownership,
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international business and indoctrination of social ideas through
national, government-planned, education.
This is not different to socialism: each semi-secret sect does the
same! Each has the same aims of manipulation and thought control
through governments promoted as being democratic.
In both cases governments are without the essential democratic
features that give control and honest education to the people. Non
democratic government is defended by claims the misled majority has
not the intelligence for self-government but forget that self-deceived
leaders have always led nations to disaster.
The great mass of people means pollution and danger (not
benefit) to the world government. Both Capitalism and Communism
aim at reducing the base mass of humanity to a mindless insect order
devoted to a stagnant state from where it can be safely culled.
Both, in the end, work as a team of opposing appearance to
achieve a desired synthesis through manipulation of the Hegelian
dialectic philosophic principle of thesis and antithesis.
Globalist-humanists foresaw that by indoctrination they would
blind us to practical reality; but did they see all consequences? They
certainly planned for deconstruction and depopulation (under their
control); but did they believe that they themselves, by foreknowledge,
could evade the consequences?
Global-humanists, facing the consequences of their arrogance,
must fear the response of informed human action more than they fear
destruction of life on earth. If we "the people" realize, dangerously
late, that this situation could have been avoided – if we see that those
we trusted, deliberately misled us into a death trap – then such anger
may be generated that Globalists, even in cavernous hideaways, may
not feel safe.
In light of imminent consequences (related to events that
mankind is indoctrinated to consider as being unlikely or impossible) it
is now interesting to look at the Scriptural description of end times.
Can Biblical forecasts of end times can now be interpreted in
view of growing enlightenment? Can the concept of evil now be better
defined and life's meaning be better understood? This, the beginning
of the last days of our times, is the wake-up call for those wanting to
earn their right to life's ultimate reward.
M't: Read 24: 4 - 22, to include: "If that time of troubles were not
cut short, no living thing could survive; but for the sake of God's
chosen it will be cut short."
It is also interesting to look at Luke: 21. 10-11. And Revelation
from, 8. 6 to 9. 11. Remember that these texts were written after
various periods of being held in memory and then collated from
scattered writings by people who did not understand them.
Given coming events we will no doubt see more of their
meanings but it is already clear enough that we are facing a time of
exceptional strife, earth activity, famines plagues, and sickness caused
by biological weapons or by poisonous volcanic activity.
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Explanations of how the universe is constructed have evaded
all attempts of explanation and latest attempts are increasingly based
on theories that have no scientific base. The 'latest' claimed
explanation simply take a formula created by adding a weight of some
unknown element as needed to explain what actually exists; then
putting this formula into a computer to get the required model. This
simple 'slight-of-hand' is called a solution to the problem! All it
explains is either how dumb, or how desperate, these scientists are.
Scientists today, finding their explanations leading to bigger
problems, still say that the concept of God has no scientific evidence.
If this is so then surely they must see that the base on which their
science rests is in urgent need of revision.
If present science is unable to accept:
A/ That evidence of foretold events; plus:
B/ The evidence of the fact that life could not possibly have been
created by chance; plus:
C/ The evidence that the universe cannot be explained within the
limits of physics does not mean that a dimension of mind/spirit must
be acknowledged. Then today's science, to all logical intelligence,
must be dismissed as not based on rational premise.
So do not think that we can sit on our hands and wait! Those,
who think life not worth the effort to save, will lose it. Recall, Jesus
also said: "Those who are not with me are against me." There is no
fence for sitting between right and wrong.
But let us not be hasty in pointing the finger! Our present
disastrous situation could also have been avoided had we, the people,
not loved the bribe of irresponsible pleasure more than family and
future – had we been prepared to accept our human responsibilities of
self-government (as legally entitled) we, thereby, would have honestly
informed ourselves and required action would have been taken.
Do we wonder how so many apparently educated, caring people
in positions of wealth and public influence, could have been so blind?
All people, if not part of globalist families, are so involved in their
own lives that, given restricted understanding of human nature, fail to
see what is really going on in the human world.
Though the earth change resulting from irresponsible behavior
may not have been planned (greed has no wisdom) destruction of
population was. Do those who planned to own the earth prefer to take
their chances of saving themselves rather than facing the shame of
being seen as challenging a Creator whose reality their actions have
helped confirm? Globalists have no courage to face their contemptible
behavior.
No use now to shout ‘conspiracy theory’! Do we now dare admit
our responsibility for our own governing?
Is it now too late? Problems faced can be fixed! Human
ingenuity, combined with truth, can achieve amazing things. Past
cultures, with false gods, advancing to value pleasure over discipline,
collapsed. Faith and honest use of knowledge may still save millions!
"Faith can move mountains!"
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Unity is Strength! That saying carries real weight! J. Edgar
Hoover, near 50 years head of the FBI (USA) said: “The individual is
handicapped by coming face to face with a ‘Conspiracy so Monstrous’
he cannot believe it exists”. He saw a big picture! We now see the
consequences of avoiding our responsibilities!
Corrupt government; by indoctrination through mass media and
education, hid the information we needed to live responsible lives!
Immoral behavior; entertainment; sports, plain ignorant stupidity; sex,
all were unnaturally promoted to create a false ideal of human normal.
But these, being abnormal, created thoughts, ideals and attitudes of
sickness and corruption. Do we still think seductions of pleasure a fair
bribe for our lives? Will we now act with intelligence and dignity?
For in-depth background to the present situation see
www.themindweb.com or, in Australia, get the more convenient
digest of books on offer at www.lifetruth.org.au
Use your present opportunity to distribute this article to friends
by use of the "Send to Friend" facility. See other articles on these
sites: have you read "The Quantum Leap"?
Life is more important than 'here now'. If you have any
information to challenge anything in the above article please feel free
to E-mail comment to: told@lifetruth.org.au or place your evidence
on the 'lifetruth' Forum.
Note: * Our earth has undergone many changes including
temperature changes, positions of magnetic north and the magnetic
field. The primary mechanism of change is best explained by the
reactions of earth to shifting loads.
When we look at the globe of earth we can see that the present
position of the Poles is probably the best natural position in
consideration of the fact that the build-up of ice and snow at the poles
is greatly aided by convenient land mass. The South Pole has land
mass and the north is over an area sufficiently landlocked to have
provided a frozen bed for snow build-up. Changes in land mass
position could have provided other locations at earlier times.
Movements of earth's crust caused by changing distribution of
weight or asteroid impact rupturing earth's crust to increase earthquake
activity and climate change, explain relocation of the Poles.
With human culture on a fine balance between rationality and
stupidity now holding weapons of true mass destruction, and manmade global warming triggering ice-cap meltdown which, in turn, will
trigger earthquakes and volcanic activity combining to produce
forecast events, our present situation can be seen to provide a once
only fulfillment of Biblical prophecy.
This, without timely intervention, may well end with termination
of human life on earth.

